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Dear Reader:

Almost no issue has touched buying organizations more than commodity volatility. Whether 
you source steel, energy, cotton, corrugated or transportation services, volatility has wreaked 
havoc on global as well as local supply chains. MetalMiner and Spend Matters attempt to bridge 
the gap between market developments and sourcing strategy by identifying the practical meth-
ods, approaches and technologies that can help companies monitor costs, protect margins and 
reduce risk. 

This compendium of blog posts on commodity volatility, currency volatility and sourcing strat-
egy is a window into the unparalleled editorial voice that sets MetalMiner and Spend Matters 
apart. We’ve given you a taste of our best reporting, commentary and analysis on commodity 
markets.

Just click on the links in the PDF version of this compendium to view all original posts online at 
www.agmetalminer.com and www.spendmatters.com. Feel free to leave comments on 
either site, or send us an email with any questions.

We look forward to having you join us on March 19 & 20, 2012 (http://tinyurl.
com/6uquot3)

Enjoy!

Lisa Reisman and Jason Busch, Editors

MetalMiner/Spend Matters

www.agmetalminer.com
www.spendmatters.com
http://tinyurl.com/6uquot3
http://tinyurl.com/6uquot3
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Part 1: The Eurozone Crisis

20 Ways the Falling Euro May Impact Sourcing, Procurement and Supply Chain 
Strategies (Part 1)
 
BY JASON BUSCH FOR SPEND MATTERS
JANUARY 4, 2012

Earlier this week, I realized that I still had a bunch of euro bills lying around in the various 
drawers of our apartment, left over from fifty or so trips since the creation of the European 
Community (formally the ECC). All together, the scattered currency could make for a feast with 
an excellent bottle of wine at a three-star Michelin restaurant, at least at today's face value. 
But later this year, if the currency crisis we're already seeing escalate in 2012 becomes worse, 
there's a chance the various bills might not even be legal tender to buy a bottle of plonk 
(which may become an increasingly consumed beverage, contributing to the hangover and 
continuous headaches foisted on France and Germany by a bunch of PIGS).

In other words, under a worse case scenario, the currency may very well end up worthless 
unless it's converted back into country-issued currencies in the future (e.g., Deutsche Marks, 
Francs, Guilders). But even considering a likely brighter future -- any future, to be more exact 
-- for the Euro, we have no doubt that company sourcing, procurement and supply chain 
strategies are likely to be greatly impacted by the current volatility and decline in the shorter 
term. But what strategies and considerations should companies be taking at this stage in the 
game? We've got a few ideas. But perhaps it makes sense to take a step back and consider 
a list of broader possibilities about how the Euro's decline and general currency volatility will 
impact global contracting, buying and inventory decisions throughout 2012.

So without further ado, let us begin our laundry list of twenty items for consideration based 
on an office cooler discussion we had with our MetalMiner colleagues yesterday (some of 
which is likely to work its way into the basis of themes and content for our Commodity Edge 
conference in March):

1. General Eurozone volatility (economic, currency, etc.) is likely to have a very significant 
impact on the role that companies place on broader hedging and contracting (e.g., commodity, 
currency) strategies in 2012. Companies that don't fully think through and scrutinize the 
implications of even smaller decisions are likely to create unnecessary buying (and selling) 
exposure. Here are just a few questions to ponder: Why place a longer-term contract today, if 
it may be cheaper tomorrow? Is the right strategy to buy on the spot market, negotiate short-
term agreements with suppliers and/or take out a currency hedge? And what of the underlying 
raw material components driving cost in the contract? How best to think through these 
elements? It's complicated -- and each decision should be looked at with the utmost care.

2. We must fully consider the time lag between when commodity producers fully react to 
changes in the Euro. Based on the speed of markets today -- and concern for the future 
of the European Community -- such producer moves are likely to come sooner rather than 
later across the commodity spectrum (metals, ingredients, food, energy, etc.). Procurement 
organizations should consider producer pricing strategies and reaction/time lag in near and 
medium-term contracting decisions.

3. Based on the above (2), companies should fully consider any and all arbitrage opportunities 

“...the currency may very 
well end up worthless unless 
it's converted back into 
country-issued currencies in 
the future..."
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based on the time lag between producer price adjustments. Such strategies may involve 
contracting decisions with producers or distributors as well as global sourcing strategies and 
financial/commodity market hedging approaches using futures contracts.

4. Procurement and supply chain organizations will need to more tightly integrate 
collaborative planning efforts (e.g., S&OP) for contracts that are pegged in euros on the sales 
side but where purchases are not yet made. The chance for large P&L exposure dictates that 
procurement should lead the charge in minimizing downside risk at the expense of having 
open positions in the market. Clearly, when an organization has fixed contracts in euros, the 
way in which it also considers its raw material purchases -- both direct and on behalf (as it 
should be doing) of lower level suppliers in the supply chain on a demand aggregation basis 
-- will take on greater and greater importance. Moreover, in the case of fixed contracts (buy- 
and sell-side), it will become increasingly important for US and Asian companies to find 
ways of hedging a falling euro.

5. With a euro that is likely to continue to fall, there is a potential risk of significant 
commodity inflation as well as broader commodity volatility globally (some arguments we've 
seen suggest commodity deflation later in 2012, but here at Spend Matters and MetalMiner, 
we see shorter-term -- and potentially mid-term -- inflation ruling the day, at least for the 
initial quarters to come). The way in which companies react and plan commodity strategies 
for 2012 should be given even more consideration given the Eurozone crisis. In addition, 
organizations should take preemptive steps to invest in the right set of technologies to better 
plan, forecast, execute and manage their open commodity positions. 

20 Ways the Falling Euro May Impact Sourcing, Procurement and Supply Chain 
Strategies (Part 2)

Continuing on with our laundry -- or would that be euro laundered -- list of the 20 ways the 
falling Euro and Eurozone volatility may impact sourcing, procurement and supply chain 
strategies in 2012 and beyond, we'll keep exploring a number of broad-based sourcing, 
contracting and hedging strategies. Check back later this week as we begin to explore the 
implications of related supplier management and supply chain risk strategies based on the 
crisis, plus the technology considerations and investments companies should consider 
given the situation at hand (in particular, we think sourcing optimization/advanced sourcing, 
contract management, savings tracking/implementation and commodity management 
applications will all have an important role to play).

In the meantime, let's continue with our list of items for today:

6. Procurement organizations should expect more requests for suppliers to require contracts 
to be priced in dollars. Despite the rocky nature of the US economy and the billions in 
deficit spending that the US continues to make on a daily basis -- adding to the roughly 
$15 trillion in US debt, or $135K per US taxpayer -- the dollar still represents a safer store 
of value than the highly volatile and declining Euro (a sad reflection on the times, we 
believe). Global companies should be prepared for the implications of an increasing number 
of dollar denominated contracts and European firms that are more likely to price global 
supply contracts in dollars should factor in rising hedging costs as an upfront total cost 
consideration.

7. In the current procurement and supply chain climate, it's likely that many suppliers 
are going to try to hold quoted prices longer and will not want to renegotiate existing 

“...the dollar still represents a 
safer store of value than the 
highly volatile and declining 
Euro (a sad reflection on the 
times, we believe).
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agreements where a declining Euro would impact their margin in a negative manner -- their 
incentive is to hold at today's currency rate. Moreover, suppliers are likely request longer-
term agreements with payment terms that provide discounts in exchange for early and more 
frequent payment schedules where the Euro is involved. Suppliers will want to be paid upfront 
and early, a situation which will likely provide additional leverage to companies in negotiations 
if they have a balance sheet healthy enough (or banking relationships) to fund early payment 
discount programs.

8. For contracts in a supplier's favor given a falling euro, vendors will be much firmer about not 
letting customers get out of agreements. For new agreements, expect more contact language 
with teeth as suppliers try to offset the declining euro, commodity risk and demand volatility. 
In many of these cases, the letter of the contract will be less important than the overall 
relationship at stake (see 9, below).

9. Following the previous point, expect the contracting process and the honoring of 
existing agreements to potentially strain buyer/supplier relationships in 2012. Procurement 
organizations will need to weigh the combined legal, supply continuity and relationship risk 
of engaging with suppliers in a manner that alters the basis of existing agreements and 
relationships and/or creates an adversarial situation in new arrangements. Procurement, 
supply chain and business leaders must remember that the spirit of relationships in such a 
context can matter as much as written contract language when it comes to getting the most 
out of a relationship in the longer term.

10. Expect greater short- and mid-term volatility for underlying commodity prices that 
impact finished part/component/goods purchases as well as specific raw material buys. 
Spend Matters and MetalMiner believe that commodity volatility will increase because of 
the combination of regional slower demand in the EU, market speculation and significant 
uncertainties in global demand (US, China, India) amidst a downturn/recession in the EU. On a 
related note, producer prices will fluctuate more, and in combination, we will also see currency 
volatility playing a material role in underlying commodity price volatility as well. Above all, 
remember the commodity cocktail has significantly more than one ingredient and the addition 
or subtraction of a single variable may significantly impact the broader pricing and futures 
equation.

20 Ways the Falling Euro May Impact Sourcing, Procurement and Supply Chain 
Strategies (Part 3)

As our analysis of 20 ways in which the falling Euro and Eurozone volatility might impact 
sourcing, procurement and supply chain strategies continues, we'll turn our attention to 
technology, beginning with one of our favorite topics on Spend Matters: e-sourcing.

11. It's our view that procurement and supply chain leaders will leverage the situation in the 
EU to get more creative with sourcing strategies and take advantage in the latest optimization 
technology offered by providers such as CombineNet, Trade Extensions, BravoSolution, Iasta, 
Zycus and Emptoris. If your current sourcing package does not support optimization-based 
events that enable suppliers to submit alternative bid specifications and options as well as 
constraint-based analysis on the back-end of a process (e.g., no less than 50% of a given line 
item in an award split decision must be given to suppliers willing to hold quoted prices for at 
least a 12 month period), then it's high time that you consider a supplemental or alternative 
tool given the current currency volatility. You'll be leaving money on the table while likely 
increasing risk if you force suppliers into a bid-package box in the current market.
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12. We believe that the Euro crisis will lead procurement organizations to more aggressively 
implement and track contract value, exposure and risk, along with implemented savings, 
factoring in not only commodity volatility but other underlying pricing elements. Under this 
model, the first step will be for companies to embrace leading contracting management tools 
from providers like Upside, which enables not only the active management (and creation) of 
contracts based upon complex clauses from libraries which can rank and rate risk exposure 
(e.g., currency) but also drives compliance across transactional purchasing, invoicing and 
payment systems based on actual buying activity and supplier management activities.

13. Following on 12, above, we believe the second component that leaders will take when 
tracking and implementing contract agreements will be to focus on the realization and tracking 
of identified savings or in the case of categories and supply markets where cost containment 
and risk reduction (e.g., currency, commodity) take priority, the tracking of forecast vs. 
actualized results. Such an approach can provide immediate visibility to organizations that 
not only enables them to measure how they are doing against an agreed-upon finance/
procurement standard, but can also then make adjustments in strategies based on the actual 
impact of changing market conditions in real-time, rather than having to wait for the next 
spend analysis refresh or category strategy quarterly/annual review. Here at Spend Matters, 
we've seen some pretty exciting things in this area from providers including Sievo, Zycus and 
ICG Commerce.

14. The fourteenth way that Euro and Eurozone volatility may impact sourcing, procurement 
and supply chain strategies as we see it is that supply chain and procurement decisions based 
in part of tax credits, VAT rebates and generally tax-optimized supply chains within the EU may 
become less important than strategies that reduce actual unit costs and take currency risk off 
the table. If some of our sample calculations are accurate, then credits become less valuable 
in a deflationary currency environment. Moreover, in certain cases, there is a higher probability 
that when government rebates are involved (which include an actual refund of past levies) 
that countries facing the most difficult times refinancing debt and keeping up with collections 
are likely to "pay" more slowly, even if what they owe is theoretically due. Even in the US, 
certain deficit-facing states like Illinois have become infamous for a failure to refund taxes to 
businesses in a timely manner.

15. We suspect that as the Euro and Eurozone crisis continues to impact economic growth -- 
or a lack of it -- throughout the region that supply risk is likely to increase and the management 
of extended supply chain risk will take on new significance as a top priority for North American 
and European companies alike. However, from a supply risk perspective, leaders will realize 
that in many cases the best defense against supply risk will come from monitoring their own 
supply chain more aggressively for supplier performance degradations and other behavioral 
changes. Many of these changes may show up before a credit rating or other leading indicator 
change and when they occur at the same time, can provide further evidence that a certain 
supplier or sub-tier supplier requires significant development activities and focus.

20 Ways the Falling Euro May Impact Sourcing, Procurement and Supply Chain 
Strategies (Part 4)

In our final installment of this series, we'll close with our final five predictions looking at how 
a falling euro may impact sourcing strategies, focusing primarily on the increasing linkages 
between IT, procurement and treasury strategies. The early posts in this series have been well 
received, so we're likely going to flesh out the thinking a bit more and combine these four 
separate posts into a paper for access in downloadable format. Be sure to check back in the 

“...leaders will realize...
the best defense against 
supply risk will come from 
monitoring their own supply 
chains more aggressively 
for supplier performance 
degradations and other 
behavioral changes."
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coming weeks if you'd like to see some additional thinking on the topic. Continuing on with 
today's installment:

16. Companies will quickly need to move beyond ERP and ERP systems for managing the 
execution of direct spend contracts. Today, there's often a misunderstanding of those outside 
the procurement function around the technologies that support the bulk of a company's 
spending. If you believed the marketing of certain vendors, it would be hard to even consider 
the fact that eProcurement (or the first "P" in purchase-to-pay (P2P) technologies) from 
providers such as Ariba supported only a narrow portion of a company's spend -- almost 
always on the indirect side. For direct materials, the bulk of most companies' spend is still 
managed and processed entirely by ERP and MRP environments. Yet these very systems are 
inadequate for managing the volatility associated with currency, commodity and broader risk, 
even in a transactional environment, leaving most companies today to use Microsoft Excel to 
manage all but the true transactional (e.g., creation of a PO or buying off a blanket PO) items in 
a supplier engagement context.

17. Commodity management software will emerge as a separate set of applications, 
becoming as ubiquitous for procurement as P2P, strategic sourcing and contract management 
applications. For companies with material spend spread across multiple commodities (e.g., 
multiple ingredients, metals, energy, etc.), vendors like Triple Point, with significant penetration 
across a range of commodity categories and broad-based solutions in this area, are better 
positioned than specialists focused on a single category to help in this regard. The ability 
to manage commodity, currency, supplier/counter-party credit exposure and risk in a single 
platform and then bridge the gap between the virtual contracts/hedging world and the physical 
world of logistics and production planning/scheduling will become increasingly important. We 
fully expect this sector to heat up dramatically, including hearing greater things from SAP and 
others.

18. Procurement organizations will increasingly need to form tighter collaboration bonds with 
treasury, factoring treasury's input into their overall sourcing and contracting efforts based on 
currency risk. Such thinking will truly need to be strategic, potentially even looking at broader 
management team decision-making. Consider the following two scenarios, courtesy of The 
Association of Corporate Treasurers, that highlight the importance of global contracting and 
hedging strategy. First, "Laker [an airline]...bought US aircraft, financed in US dollars. While its 
customer revenue was almost all from the UK, it did not hedge. The dollar rose. Laker could 
not service the increased debt, and collapsed." Second "Lufthansa, also buying airframes from 
the US, did hedge. When the dollar weakened significantly, Lufthansa found its (un-hedged) 
competitors were able to buy airframes at a big discount. Competitors then set market prices 
at levels at which Lufthansa could only compete at a loss."

19. In part due to 18, above, we expect to see greater emphasis given not just to locked 
currency hedging, but also specific options instruments which, for some type of premium, 
can help organizations take currency risk off the table without requiring the entrance into a 
hedging agreement. As Investopedia defines it, a currency option is "A contract that grants 
the holder the right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell currency at a specified exchange rate 
during a specified period of time...Currency options are one of the best ways for corporations 
or individuals to hedge against adverse movements in exchange rates." The Association of 
Corporate Treasurers suggests currency hedging through options is not deployed as frequently 
as it should be in part "because of a failure correctly to describe exposures," a perception that 
"options can be seen as expensive" and due to the fact "vanilla [currency] options add a small 
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extra work in accounting under IFRS." But the real culprit is something else entirely. To wit, all 
too often, "no one explained the real situation to general management," and as a result the 
option -- no pun intended -- to explore currency options was not even on the table.

20. We wish we could close on a positive note. But we can't. Because it's our belief that one 
of our predictions with the highest probability of coming true is that organizational confusion 
will reign as a combination of banks, vendors, consultants and BPOs try and capitalize on 
the situation surrounding currency uncertainty, providing confusing advice to different parties 
in the company who will in turn feud over what to do about the situation. Unfortunately, 
the end result for many organizations will be delayed decision making, which could prove 
unnecessarily costly. In contrast, the most astute organizations will collaborate together 
from the start, assigning a small, cross-functional team (including members of procurement, 
treasury and supply chain) to serve as "point" on the issue. This group should be tasked not 
only with overall procurement related currency strategy including technology and financial 
instrument/hedging adoption and usage, but should act as a filter on information coming in 
from the outside, as dozens of providers jockey to offer their advice, products and services. n

Part 2: Why Commodity-Buying Organizations 

Need Their Own Hedging Strategies

BY LISA REISMAN FOR METALMINER
NOVEMBER 16, 2011

Though we don’t take on too many consulting projects these days, we received a call from 
a client late last week that got us thinking about what we call the “commodity volatility 
conundrum.” That conundrum goes something like this – “We (the buying organization) would 
like to have our supplier(s) hold pricing firm for a longer period of time, despite the fact that 
commodity volatility has caused mills and distributors to offset that risk with shorter quote 
validity terms.”

The commodity conundrum becomes further complicated when buying organizations refuse 
to commit specific volumes. But why would a smart sourcing organization just turn to its 
supplier(s) to hold prices fixed for longer time periods? Perhaps the buying organization feels 
that that represents the easiest thing to do – put the risk onto the supplier and have him or 
her “deal with it.” Or maybe the buying organization pays on a timely basis, buys in good 
consistent volumes and expects the supplier to “serve the customer.” No matter what rationale 
a buying organization uses to justify the request to the supply base, we’d argue the buying 
organization ends up the loser — he/she may just not know why.

Why a Commodity Management Strategy Is a Good Idea

We can think of three good reasons why a buying organization ought to create a commodity 
management strategy as opposed to relying solely on its supply base to bear the brunt of the 
burden. The first and most obvious reason involves cost.

Think back to those Carmax commercials – this one in particular speaking of car dealers: 
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“They’ll squeeze you on the front end or squeeze you on the back end.” How true! Consider 
this – when you ask your supply base to quote you a longer “fixed” price period, how do you 
expect the supplier to do this? We see two options.

The first involves committing specified volume (via a contract) with the supplier so that the 
supplier can go out, lock in a forward buy with a producer and make sure the supplier’s 
allocation will fill the entire customer order. The second involves the buying organization not 
providing a contractual volume commitment (which would require the supplier to take on 
100% of the risk) and “pad the price” with its own arbitrary “hedge cost.” (Ed. note: the term 
“hedge” used here loosely.) We think it’s plain naïve to think that by throwing the risk onto the 
supplier, the buying organization should receive “a good competitive price.”

The second reason buying organizations ought to consider a commodity management strategy 
rests upon the notion of supply chain transparency. Knowing how each entity within the supply 
chain prices its products and services only helps the buying organization better understand 
total cost of ownership (TCO).

For example, if a company opts to buy based on the lowest price per ton available in the 
market and the price represents a margin basically just above cost, the supplier might place 
stringent payment requirements onto the buying organization. The organization may need to 
pay for the entire order even if the last ton doesn’t ship for eight months! Somehow, we doubt 
that particular buying organization has considered its cost of capital, inventory carrying cost or 
impact to EBITDA for essentially pre-buying such a large volume.

But the third and perhaps most compelling rationale behind developing a commodity 
management strategy involves margin risk. By leaving the burden of extending quote 
validity periods or holding current pricing for longer periods of time to suppliers, the buying 
organization cedes control of its own ability to manage margins.

Instead, buying organizations may wish to consider developing hedging strategies — whether 
that includes forward buying, formal hedges (physical or financial) or specific volume 
commitments in exchange for fixed pricing to lock in margins. As we say, better to pay $5/ton 
over the lowest price to lock in margins than get caught holding a bag of $50/ton material over 
the lowest price. n

Part 3: When It Comes to Commodities Markets, 

It’s All About China

BY STUART BURNS FOR METALMINER
AUGUST 18, 2011

Commodity markets lost more than $16 billion in value during last week’s selloff, Reuters 
reported in a special report. Equity and commodity markets plunged as growing anxiety over 
the global economic outlook spurred a flight to safe-haven bonds. The drop in prices wiped 
out $16 billion in value, mainly due to oil prices dropping 6 percent and investors losing $7.3 
billion on paper, the report said.

“Somehow, we doubt 
that particular buying 
organization has considered 
its cost of capital, inventory 
carrying cost or impact to 
EBITDA for essentially 
pre-buying such a large 
volume."
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The rout was caused by S&P’s downgrading of the US’ “AAA” rating and panic over the 
unsustainable rise in Euro-zone debt spreads potentially pushing the region into a breakup of 
the Euro or a massive transfer of debts onto German and French taxpayers  — a move that 
would consign the core countries to years of slow growth.

The “But Is China Still Growing?” Test

Those were the catalysts, but in and of themselves the markets, many may have concluded, 
were manageable so long as China continued to grow robustly. Metal market fundamentals 
remain reasonably sound provided Chinese growth remains sound. So much of the world’s 
metals demand is predicated on China’s continued growth that data released last week 
showing consumer price inflation hugging three-year highs was enough to put further 
downward pressure on prices. Analysts fear inflation will curb Beijing’s ability to stimulate 
demand to offset a global downturn, as they did in the low inflation environment of 2009-10.

“Now is not the time to talk about inflation,” said Dong Xian’an, chief economist at Peking First 
Advisory quoted by Reuters. “China must be on serious watch for policy over-tightening under 
the current global circumstances.”

Rio Chief Economist Vivek Tulpule is quoted as saying volatility will be an ongoing feature 
of the metals markets not just in coming months, but years. In fact it bears repeating: “We 
expect that real long-run prices and margins for almost all minerals and metals will average 
significantly higher going forward than in the decade preceding the most recent six-year 
boom, but price volatility is also expected to be elevated — a pattern we have dubbed as the 
‘saw tooth economy’.”

So while saying the ongoing fundamentals remain firm, the miner did not say they expected 
prices to be significantly higher for a prolonged period – the “stronger for longer” mantra – 
only that Rio expected prices to average higher than in the decade prior to the recent six-
year boom. Well, yes, that period was substantially below current levels; no one is seriously 
suggesting copper will fall back below $2,000 per ton, or aluminum to below $1,500 per ton.

South of the (US) Border

Meanwhile, Mexico, for one, is not expecting an imminent return to high oil prices. They are 
reported to have hedged their 2012 oil production, starting by spending $800 million to hedge 
222 million barrels of its 2011 oil output with options. At the same time, JP Morgan is taking 
an equally pessimistic line, predicting gold will reach $2,500 an ounce by the year-end, a level 
only conceivable on the back of widespread fear of debt woes and inflation.

As the ongoing shenanigans in Washington and the almost unsolvable (politically, at least) debt 
worries in Europe play themselves out, keep a close watch on where the real metals demand 
has been coming from: China. If inflation does not peak very soon and begin to fall, the world’s 
largest metals consumer could be driven to over-tighten credit and growth to the point where 
metals prices have nowhere to go but further down. n

“Analysts fear inflation will 
curb Beijing's ability to 
stimulate demand to offset 
a global downturn, as they 
did in the low inflation 
environment of 2009-10."
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Part 4: Sourcing Metal Categories in a Volatile or 

Collapsing Euro Environment

Part One

BY LISA REISMAN FOR METALMINER
JANUARY 5, 2012

We love the month of January because everyone pulls out the proverbial crystal ball to wax 
prophetic as to where a particular commodity market may go.

For a change of pace, I’ll leave the forecasting to my colleagues and instead, contemplate 
something that has bothered me immensely over these past few months – the notion of a 
collapse of the euro.

I have seen enough intelligence sources suggest that the odds of a complete euro collapse 
exceed 50 percent (some have gone so far as say that all scenarios point to a complete 
collapse). But before we dismiss the doomsday scenarios, perhaps it makes sense to evaluate 
the potential implications of a collapsed euro on the sourcing organization against a few 
dimensions, including: commodity volatility, currency risk, inflation risk and potential strategic 
sourcing strategies.

Commodity Volatility

We can’t address commodity volatility without also examining inflation risk.

First, the argument supporting metal prices comes from my colleague Stuart in a recent post: 
“The relative strength of the US [ed note: US economy vs. Europe’s economy] will keep the 
dollar strong and put downward pressure on metals prices – there is an inverse relationship 
between the dollar and metals prices, as all metals are priced in dollars, but often consumed in 
other currencies.”

However, at the same time, a weakening Euro against the dollar will create buying 
opportunities for US and other non-European countries as commodity prices drop (of course, 
producers and suppliers will raise prices, but sharp buyers may strike with a hot iron!). In other 
words, suppliers and producers may not move pricing as quickly as the euro/dollar, Yen, etc. 
exchange rates move.

In fact, we appear to have a bifurcated steel market on our hands already, with US steel prices 
rising while European prices have begun to slip. Some experts also believe Europe will face 
overproduction for the next 12 months, which could create additional buying opportunities for 
US companies.

Currency Risk

The real risk, however — and the risk keeping up every US treasury department these days 
— involves currency risk. Few feel the volatility will disappear anytime soon. But currency risk 
differs little from volatility seen in other commodities. We excerpt three sourcing strategies 
previously presented on MetalMiner involving volatile commodities:
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• In flat markets, where the buying organization doesn’t believe prices will move much 
one way or another, we’ve seen organizations simply bid out their requirements on a 
quarterly basis and fix the price to an index yet locking in the fab cost (or value-add, 
if you will).

• In falling markets, the strategy above also works, though we’ve seen organizations 
take more last minute decisions to capture every last penny of a declining price. 
Oddly enough, we rarely see organizations lock requirements forward as markets fall 
(the notion being, “we want to ride the wave down”).

• In rising markets, where a high risk exists of the price increasing throughout a 
particular quarter, we’ve seen organizations negotiate a fixed contract, sometimes 
loosely called a resting order, to hold prices steady. The next step of this process 
includes answers to the questions “how much do I lock?” and “for how long?” 
We’ve seen organizations take a certain percentage of spend “off the table” by 
locking in fixed price contracts for a longer period of time or, for example, against 
confirmed or known demand.

How should a buying organization think of its buy against its sales? 

Part Two

So what happens with volatile currency risk?

Like commodities, currencies can move in similar ways – they can rise, fall and remain flat.

In addition, a scenario we haven’t addressed previously with commodities involves 
establishing strategies in markets whereby prices, at least in the short term, appear to 
randomly rise and fall.

Of these four scenarios (e.g. rise, fall, remain flat or move up and down quickly), we believe 
a falling euro and/or a volatile euro will likely dominate 2012. Based on those scenarios, US 
buying organizations may wish to consider several buying strategies:

1. A dropping euro against the dollar with the contract in dollars – the buyer should 
negotiate hard at the outset for a “lower price,” as a declining euro will result in 
increased supplier profits over the course of the contract. In other words, the buyer 
should negotiate some sort of discount at the outset.

2. A dropping euro against the dollar with the contract in euros – the buying 
organization may opt to price the contract in euros and then “convert” from dollars 
to euros just before payment is due to “capture every last penny of a falling price.”

3. A volatile euro against the dollar with the contract in dollars – here, a buying 
organization may wish to take out a hedge (though that certainly comes at a price) 
and in the case of fixed price sales contracts, lock in all of the risk on the sourcing 
side (to protect margins).

4. A volatile euro against the dollar with the contract in euros – again, depending on 
how the contracts appear on the sales side (e.g. USD), the buying organization may 
also wish to hedge the currency on the purchase side.

These obviously do not represent the only buying scenarios. Buying organizations also face 
extended supply chains that cross multiple countries and currencies. This presents both 

“a weakening Euro against 
the dollar will create 
buying opportunities for 
US and other non-European 
countries as commodity 
prices drop..."
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opportunities and risk to buying organizations.

For example, a sub-tier European supplier that sells in dollars but purchases in euros would 
pick up the gain in a falling euro environment. He/she may or may not pass that savings on to 
the downstream supply chain. On the flip side, a sub-tier supplier that doesn’t know how to 
hedge its currency risk properly could find itself on the losing side of the equation (e.g. if the 
euro appreciated against a sale in dollars).

Finally, the added complication of a global corporation with headquarters in Europe and 
with operating entities in the US will want to regularly re-examine in what currency it pays its 
suppliers to ensure against deflating profits and rising COGS.

How does this play out in metals markets?

Metals as a commodity class present special challenges because even though many of the 
underlying metals get priced in USD on the LME (e.g. all base metals, billet, cobalt, moly, etc.), 
the semi-finished processing may occur “in-country” and get priced in the local currency. Add 
a global sourcing scenario to that equation and one can see that having a “euro currency risk 
strategy” makes good sense. n

Part 5: Steel Price Outlook -- Auto Production 

Fuels Demand For Now, But Is It Sustainable?

BY TARAS BEREZOWSKY FOR METALMINER
JANUARY 9, 2012

Let’s talk about the steel market, shall we?

We feel like we’ve neglected the steel market for so long that, before we get into any sort of 
forward-looking territory, a recap of some news should be in order.

What the US Produced

First things first: the domestic market seems to be on the up and up. In short, 2011 was 
a better year for US steel production, according to American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) 
figures. Although the final numbers should come out later this month, AISI’s prelim figures 
show nearly an 8 percent increase over 2010 — an estimated 95.6 million tons of raw 
steel were produced last year, compared to about 88.6 million tons in 2010 (http://www.
scrapmonster.com/news/us-steel-production-rises-7.9-in-2011/1/4352). Those tonnages are a 
result of an average 75% capacity utilization in 2011, compared to 70% in 2010.

Auto Savior

Why’s production up so much? A solid case can be made that it’s mostly due to the surging 
automotive sector, especially US automakers. Since Toyota and Honda took such hits for the 
balance of 2011 after the Japan tsunami, GM, Ford and Chrysler had a good year (http://www.
industryweek.com/articles/gm_ford_and_chrysler_rack_up_strong_gains_in_2011_26289.
aspx). In fact, just over the past week, Industry Week ran a slew of positive stories concerning 
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the Big Three and the global auto industry.

Chrysler will add 1,250 jobs in Detroit, where it plans to re-open a plant to build the SRT Viper; 
Ford evidently opens a new dealership in India every 10 days; Argentina posted record auto 
production in 2011; and Bentley sales rose in the US and Europe — and doubled in China — in 
2011.

Oh, and how does GM plan to fix the Chevy Volt’s battery problems? More steel (http://www.
freep.com/article/20120106/BUSINESS01/201060344/Extra-steel-is-GM-s-fix-for-Volt-battery).

What the World Demands

Car demand means steel demand, and steel demand means iron ore mining will be up in the 
US. The Iron Mining Association of Minnesota certainly has an optimistic outlook based on 
predicted 2012 auto production, according to this article (http://www.northlandsnewscenter.
com/news/local/Mining-Companies-Push-to-Meet-2012-Steel-Demands-136775198.html), 
and that demand sounds like good news to firms such as Essar Steel.

Although domestic producers and domestic demand seems robust enough, what does global 
steel demand look like — especially in China? CISA, China’s main steel association, expects 
the country’s apparent crude steel consumption to rise by about 4 percent in 2012, according 
to Reuters (email.thomsonreuters.com/cgi-bin11/DM/t/hBPtp0VjGnx0IFW0vevN0Eh). But the 
demand outlook is dim, primarily because China’s real estate market could be in for a hard 
landing.

Baosteel thinks so too, as they won’t be increasing product prices in February, Reuters also 
reported. The article quotes an analyst from Smart Timing Steel in Hong Kong as saying prices 
will rise after the Lunar New Year holiday, but not by much, while an analyst at China’s Orient 
Futures fully expects steel prices to drop. Either way, there’s “limited upside potential for 
[Chinese] steel demand in the coming year.”

Gerdau’s latest Steel Market Update indicators show a decrease of 3.5 percent in service 
centers’ shipments on a 3-month moving average, while service center inventories are down 
2.2 percent. Three-month shipments of long products, however, are up.

So what’ll be happening to domestic steel prices for the next quarter or two? North American 
flat prices began rising in November of last year, and long product prices began going up in 
December. How long this trend will continue is anybody’s guess, but the slow ascent should 
maintain through Q1, perhaps into Q2, before prices come off after inventory levels are 
reached.

"Car demand means steel 
demand, and steel demand 
means iron ore mining will 
be up in the US."
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